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 Steganography is an interesting science to be studied and researched at this 

time, because steganography is the science of hiding messages on other 

digital media so that other parties are not aware of the existence of 

information in the digital media. Steganography is very effective in 

maintaining information security, because the existence of this information 

is obscured so that it is difficult to know where it is. This paper discusses 

hiding text into images using the Slantlet Transform (SLT) method, 

Descreate Cosine Transform (DCT) and Hybrid of SLT and DCT. The three 

methods are implemented in the frequency domain where steganographic 

imagery is transformed from the spatial domain to the frequency domain and 

the message bit is inserted into the cover image frequency component. The 

comparison parameters of these three techniques are based on MSE, PSNR, 

Capacity & Robustness. From the results of the tests that have been done, it 

is obtained that the highest PSNR value is generated using the SLT-DCT 

method, the largest storage capacity is the SLT method while the resistance, 

SLT-DCT method and DCT method are more resistant to attack than the SLT 

method. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Information security at this time is very important because it is easy to access data exchange to make the 

data and information must be protected so that its existence is not known by parties who are not interested.  

Techniques for maintaining the security of digital information can be done in several ways, one of which is by 

hiding the information into other digital media, this technique is called steganography. One type of files that 

are widely used and generally contain important information is digital image.  Currently image  has been used 

in  almost all areas  such as security plans,  medical sciences,  engineering  sciences  machinery,  architectural 

buildings, works of art, advertising, education and so forth [1] 

There are two general stages in digital steganography, namely the process of embedding or encoding and 

the process of extracting or decoding (expressing). The results obtained after the embedding or coding process 

are called Stego Objects (if the media container is only in the form of image data, it is called Stego Image) [2]. 

The image of the steganographic technique is divided into two, namely the spatial domain and 

transformation domain [3], Spatial domain techniques insert secret bits directly in the cover file, the spatial 

domain technique commonly used is Least Significant Bit Insertion (LSB). In LSB, the secret bits are inserted 

into the least significant image closing bits. The domain transform hides secret bits in important parts of the 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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cover file. Whereas the Transform Domain technique tries to encode the message bits in changing the domain 

coefficients of the image. This technique can realize a large embedding capacity for steganography [4]. 

The following is the design of the data insertion process in general. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.1 The process of hiding data 

The picture above is a data insertion process, the cover file is inserted data to be hidden which is called 

steganography then produces Stego file. 

An image steganography technique is said to be good if it meets 3 criteria, namely the image quality of 

steganography is still quite good (imperceptibility), resistant to basic image operations such as adding contrast 

and changing robustness, and inserted messages can be recovered [5]. 

The test parameters for image quality are PSNR and MSE. PSNR- Peak signal to noise ratio is calculated 

usually in logarithmic (dB) scale is a metric use to measure the quality of any image reconstructed, restored or 

corrupted image with respect to its reference or ground truth image, it is a full reference image quality measure 

defined as the maximum value of maximum signal power with respect to MSE (Mean square error) assumed 

as noise power, similarly MSE can be calculated as the square difference between reference image and 

reconstructed image [6]. 

Chandran & Bhattacharyya discussed the comparison of DCT, SLB and DWT algorithms and revealed 

higher PSNR from DCT compared to the other two algorithms. Thus, the experimental results show that the 

DCT algorithm is more suitable for steganography applications compared to LSB and DWT based algorithms 

[7].  

Vaishali & Batt are concerned about the comparative study of DCT and the DWT Method. Both are under 

the transformation of domain analysis, both methods have good imperceptibility and Robustness against 

statistical attacks. But as we know the main purpose of Steganography is to increase resistance to attack and 

also to increase cargo capacity. The method we propose increases the PSNR and also the less capacity in the 

DCT Method [8]. 

Kundra & Madaan discussed  different image Steganography techniques and their comparison were 

discussed so that one can choose best method for hiding the secret information. Different proposed techniques 

in the literature have been discussed and some of techniques results in high quality of image while some are 

more secure another. By analyzing all the techniques Kundra & Madaan found that performance of the Hash-

LSB would be more secure than other techniques as earlier discussed, Hash-LSB is combination of two 

technologies one from cryptography and another from Steganography. RSA algorithm itself is very secure that 

no one can break it easily [9]. 

From the literature study above, the writer tries to do research related to some existing algorithms in the 

transform domain technique, namely using the Slantlet Transform (SLT), Descreate Cosine Transform (DCT) 

and Hybrid of SLT and DCT methods, because there has never been a comparison between when the method 

and parameter comparison of the three methods based on MSE, PSNR, Capacity & Robustness. 
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2. RESEARCH METHOD 

2.1. Sample Data 

The data used in this study are digital image file images taken from the site 

http://sipi.usc.edu/database/database.php, SIPI laboratory database (Signal and Image Processing Institute) 

USC (University of South California). USC-SIPI is a collection of digital images to support image processing 

and image analysis research. In this study the type of image used is color image, with the tiff format (*. Tiff) 

and square image size, namely the length and width of the same image. While the secret message file to be 

used is a file with text (*. txt) format. 

The image used in this study is a type of image, namely Color Image (RGB). The database is divided into 

several volumes based on the basic character of the image. Images in each volume have sizes such as 256x256 

pixels, 512x512 pixels, or 1024x1024 pixels. So that the Sample Cover Image is obtained with a tree with an 

image resolution of 256x256 pixels, and a file size of 193 kb and Airplane (F-16) with an image resolution of 

512x512 pixels, and a file size of 769 kb and San Diego that has a resolution of 1024x1024 pixels file size of 

3 Mb. 

2.2. Steganography of SLT 

The SLT algorithm is a method development from DWT where SLT has a better localization time than 

DWT because it supports shorter filter components. DWT is usually implemented in the form of an iterated 

bank with a tree structure, but SLT is inspired by the form of a parallel structure with parallel branches [10]. 

2.2.1. Endcode Process 

In the insertion process using the SLT algorithm, the cover image will be broken down into 4 sub-bands 

namely LL, HL, LH, HH, and then the LL subband will be selected as the insertion location, ll (x, y) is the 

image data coefficient to be modified, α is embedding strength factor, in the bit insertion process using an 

algorithm: 

1. If the bit is equal to "1" then the coefficient ll (x, y) is equal to the coefficient ll (x, y) plus α. 

2. If the bit is equal to "1" then the coefficient ll (x, y) is equal to the coefficient ll (x, y) plus α. 

After the algorithm is run, then the coefficient is returned to the original SLT inverse. 

2.2.2. Decode Process 

The extraction process is done by seeing if the coefficient of ll (x, y) is more than "0" then the message 

bit is equal to "1", if the coefficient ll (x, y) is less than "0" then the message bit is equal to "0". Then the 

resulting message bits are combined and then converted into the original message form. 

2.3. Steganography of DCT 

Discrete Cosine Transform is a technique for converting a signal into its basic frequency components. 

Discrete Cosine Transform represents an image of the sum of the sinusoids of varying magnitude and 

frequency[11]. 

2.3.1. Endcode Process 

The steganography algorithm used is the DCT algorithm, the inserted message is a message that has been 

converted into binary form, the insertion process uses different pixel values (c1) and (c2) in each image block, 

the program will first read one block and convert it to DCT, then based on the message bit the following 

algorithm is used: 

1. For the message bit "0", if the value at the pixel location (c1)> (c2) is greater then the two pixels are 

exchanged. 

2. For the message bit "1", if the value at the pixel location (c1) <(c2) is smaller then the two pixels are 

exchanged. 

After the algorithm is executed, then the block is returned to the original inverse DCT 

2.3.2. Decode Process 

The extraction process of the message is almost similar to the message insertion process, namely each 

block is diversified with DCT, but in the extraction process only checks the greater between the values of pikes 

(c1) and (c2), this is to determine the 0 and 1 bit values, as in the algorithm below this: 
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1. If the pixel value (c1) <(c2), the message bit represented is "0". 

2. If the value of pikes (c1)> (c2), the message bit represented is "1". 

Then the resulting message bits are combined and then converted into the original message form. 

2.4. Steganography of SLT-DCT 

The next method is tge combined method of SLT and DCT algorirhm plays a role in decomposing the 

coer image into LL, Lh, HL,and HH Subbands, then the embedding process used the DCT algoritm on the 

highest subband namely HH [12]. 

2.4.1. Endcode Process 

In the SLT-DCT steganography insertion process, the first thing to do is apply the SLT algorithm to the 

cover image to decompose it into four sub-bands: LL, HL, LH and HH. After the process of decomposing the 

cover image into four sub-bands, then apply DCT to the sub-band (HH) to obtain the DCT coefficient. 

Then insert it with an algorithm: 

1. For the message bit "0", if the value at the pixel location (c1) <(c2) is greater then both pixels are 

exchanged. 

2. For the message bit "1", if the value at the pixel location (c1)> (c2) is greater then the two pixels are 

exchanged. 

After the algorithm is run, then the block is returned to the original inverse DCT, then the last one is inverse 

SLT (ISLT) to produce stego image. 

2.4.2. Decode Process 

In the extraction process apply SLT to decompose the stego image into four sub-bands: LL, HL, LH and 

HH. Then apply DCT to each block in the selected sub-band (HH), then extract the DCT block coefficient 

Then the resulting message bits are combined and then converted into the original message form. So that the 

same message is obtained as previously inserted. 

2.5. System Testing Design 

The following is a general design of system testing to be carried out. There are three things to consider 

when designing a steganography system: (a) Invisibility: The human eye cannot distinguish the difference 

between the original and stego images. (b) Capacity: The more data the image can hide better. However, large 

confidential information can significantly reduce image quality[9]. (c) Robustness: stego imagery is able to 

withstand attacks or manipulation of stego image data so that the message is maintained [10]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure. 2. General system design 

In the picture above, the test design process is explained in general, and Stego Image results from the SLT 

and DCT algorithms will be tested. In the message insertion process, the first process, namely the cover image, 

will be inserted into the message using the SLT and DCT steganography methods, resulting in a stego image, 

then each stego image will be tested for image quality, message capacity, and security, so the comparison 

results are obtained. SLT, DCT and SLT-DCT steganography. 
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2.6. Image Quality Testing 

Image quality assessment is done by comparing the PSNR value from the stego image of each algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure.3. Image Quality Testing 

From the picture above, the flow of the message capacity testing process is explained, the cover image 

will be inserted into a message using SLT and DCT steganography, then it will produce a stego image which 

will then calculate the value of PNSR from each of the stego images. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.4. Message Capacity Testing 

From the picture above, the flow of the message capacity testing process is explained, the cover image 

will be inserted into a message using SLT, DCT and SLT-DCT steganography, then it will produce a stego 

image which will then calculate the maximum message capacity of each stego image. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.5. Robustness testing of image 

From the picture above, the flow of the image resilience testing process is explained, where the stego 

image from SLT and DCT steganography will be manipulated image data such as [13]: 

1. Cropping is the process of removing some of the existing images so that the parameters of the existing 

LSB are changed or modified causing the digital content to be damaged in the structure. 

2. Rotation is a process to change the position of an image according to the degree of slope to be 

determined. This process does not cause damage to digital content inside. 

3. Resize is the process of changing the area of an image to be larger or smaller than its original size, in 

this case changing the size can result in a shift in the existing color values and LSB so that with 

changes in the value of the parameter it also changes the digital content inside. 
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4. Convert (conversion) is the process of changing data from a bitmap or BMP format to JPG or vice 

versa. In the process if done, it can result in changes in the color value parameters contained in the 

image due to the compression process. 

5. Contrast stretching is one of them by scanning the histogram from the smallest gray value to the largest 

gray value (0 to 255) to find the lowest gray value limit and the highest gray value limit from the pixel 

group (image). 

Histogram equalization aims to distribute histograms evenly, so that each gray value has a relatively equal 

number of pixels. 

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  

3.1. Output Analysis 

Important  information about  the  contents of  a  digital image can be  revealed by  creating an image  

histogram. Histograms can also  show a  lot of  information about  the brightness  and contrast of an image. 

Histogram may change RGB image into grayscale one. Therefore, histogram is a valuable tool in image 

processing work both qualitatively and quantitatively [14]. 

1. Steganography of SLT and SLT-DCT 

 

Figure.6. Comparison of the results of message insertion on the Tree using SLT Algorithm 

 

Figure. 7 Comparison of the results of message insertion on the Tree image using SLT-DCT Algorithm 

The picture above shows a comparison of the results of the original image histogram and SLT 

steganographic image and SLT-DCT steganography, it can be seen histogram differences between the original 
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image and steganographic image, in plain view there is no clear difference between the original image and 

steganographic image but on the histogram there is a difference between the histogram original image and 

steganographic image histogram. 

  

Figure.8. Histogram of image differences in the Tree using SLT Algorithm 

  

Figure. 9. Histogram of image differences in the Tree using SLT-DCT Algorithm 

The picture above shows the results of differences in the image tree histogram using the SLT and SLT-

DCT algorithms. From the picture above it can be seen clearly the difference in histogram between 

Steganography using SLT algorithm and steganography using the SLT-DCT algorithm, the histogram error 

produced by the SLT-DCT algorithm is less than the SLT algorithm which means the difference between the 

original image and fewer steganographic images. 

2. Steganography of DCT and SLT-DCT 

The output of the histogram of DCT steganography and SLT-DCT steganography with the same message 

size is 30 characters in the Tree image, as follows: 
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Figure. 10. Comparison of the results of message insertion on the Tree image using DCT Algorithm 

 

Figure. 11 Comparison of the results of message insertion on the Tree image using SLT-DCT Algorithm 

The picture above shows a comparison of the results of the original image histogram and DCT 

steganographic image and SLT-DCT steganography, it can be seen histogram differences between the original 

image and steganographic image, in plain view there is no clear difference between the original image and 

steganographic image but on the histogram there is a difference between the histogram original image and 

steganographic image histogram. 

Comparison of error histograms in Tree images on steganography using the DCT algorithm and the SLT-

DCT algorithm as follows: 

 

Figure. 12. Histogram of image differences in the Tree using DCT Algorithm 
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Figure. 13. Histogram of image differences in the Tree using SLT-DCT Algorithm 

The picture above shows the results of comparison of image tree histograms using the SLT and SLT-DCT 

algorithms. From the picture above, it is clear that the histogram difference between Steganography using the 

DCT algorithm and steganography using the SLT-DCT algorithm, the histogram error produced by the SLT-

DCT algorithm is less than the DCT algorithm which means the difference between the original image and 

fewer steganographic images. 

3.2. Comparison of PSNR and MSE Values 

In this test the system was tested by inserting a number of different message characters on the cover of 

256x256 Tree image, 512x512 Airplane and San Diego 1024x1024 using SLT, DCT and SLT-DCT algorithms 

to determine the effect of PSNR and MSE values on stego image 

Table 1 The results of the comparison of the quality of images inserted are 30 characters 

Size Cover image Algorithm PSNR (db) MSE 

Tree(256x256) SLT 37,3313 0,0001849 

DCT 33,7112 0,0004254 

SLT-DCT 41.13605 0.0007698 

Airplane(512x512) SLT 37,3392 0.00018454 

DCT 33,9062 0.00040689 

SLT-DCT 42.61077 0,0005481 

San Diego (1024x1024) SLT 37,3392 0.00018454 

DCT 33,7955 0,0004173 

SLT-DCT 40.75013 0,0008414 

From the table above, it is known that the comparison of PNSR and MSE values with tiff format images 

are Tree images that have 256x256 pixel resolution, Airplane with 512x512 pixel resolution, and San Diego 

imagery with 1024x1024 pixel resolution that has 30 characters inserted, the highest PNSR of each image is 

visible the insertion using the SLT-DCT Algorithm is 41.13605 on the Tree image, 42.61077 on the Airplane 

image, and 40.75013 in the San Diego image. 

3.3. Testing the Effect of the Large Cover Image 

From the test results that have been compared the quality of the image inserted message 30 characters 

cover images with sizes 256x256, 512x512, and 1024x1024 using the SLT, DCT and SLT-DCT algorithms. 
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Figur.8. Graph Comparison of PSNR values with the same number of messages 

From the graph above, it can be seen that the value of PNSR from each algorithm above 30 db and the 

highest PSNR value in each image inserted using the SLT-DCT algorithm with a value of PNSR> 40 db. If the 

PSNR value falls below 30 dB, it indicates the image quality is relatively low, where the distortion caused by 

insertion is clearly visible. However, the high quality of the stego image is at a value of 40 dB and above [15]. 

3.4. Testing the Effect of the Magnitude of the Image Cover on the maximum character message 

In this test the system was tested by inserting a number of different message characters on the cover of 

256x256 Tree image, 512x512 Airplane and San Diego 1024x1024 using SLT, DCT and SLT-DCT algorithms 

to determine the effect of PSNR and MSE values on stego image. 

Table 2. Comparison of PSNR and MSE values based on the size of the cover image 

Algorithm Cover image 

size 

Character max PSNR MSE 

SLT Tree 2048 Characters 37.2584 0.0001880 

Airplane 8192 Characters 37.3390 0.00018454 

San Diego  32.768 

Characters 

37.3390 0.00018454 

DCT Tree 128 Characters 33.8337 0.00041365 

Airplane  512 Characters 33.9053    0.00040689 

San Diego  2048 Characters 33.7710 0.00041966 

SLT-DCT Tree 32 Characters 41.13472 0.00077007 

Airplane  128 Characters 42.6226    0,00054669 

San Diego  512 Characters 40.74333    0,00084269 

From the table above, it can be seen in the SLT algorithm, the insertion of characters with the number 

2024 on the cover image tree 256x256 has MSE = 0.0001880 and PSNR = 37.2584, and characters with the 

number 8192 on the cover image Airplane 512x512 have MSE = 0.00018454 and PSNR = 37.3390, this shows 

the greater the cover image, the smaller the MSE value and the greater the value of PNSR, in the DCT and 

SLT-DCT algorithms for the cover image San Diego. 

3.5. Testing Message Capacity 

In SLT steganography, message capacity testing is done by dividing the image pixels into 2x2 blocks, 

then the results of the bits obtained are divided by 8, so that the maximum number of characters is obtained 

from an image. 

In DCT steganography, capacity testing is done by calculating the maximum capacity value of an image, 

this is done by dividing image pixels into blocks 8x8, then the results of the bits obtained are divided by 8, so 

that the maximum number of characters can be obtained by an image 

In SLT-DCT steganography, message capacity testing is done by dividing image pixels in 2x2 blocks, 

then divided into 8x8 blocks and the results of bits obtained are divided into 8 so that the maximum number of 

characters can be obtained by an image 

 

Table 3. Table of message capacity for SLT, DCT and SLT-DCT steganography 
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Image Size SLT DCT SLT-DCT 

Tree 
256 x 

256 

2048 

Characters 

128 

Characters 

32 

Characters 

Airplan

e 

512 x 

512 

8192 

Characters 

512 

Characters 

128 

Character 

San 

Diego 

1024 

x1024 

32.768 

Characters 

2048 

Characters 

512 

Character 

From the table above, it is known that the SLT algorithm has the most message storage capacity in each 

image, such as Tree 256x256 can store 2046 characters, as easy as the SLT-DCT algorithm on 256x256 Tree 

can only accommodate 32 characters so the lowest traffic is owned by the SLT-DCT algorithm. 

3.6. Robustness Testing of Image 

Stego image robustness testing is done by manipulating data on images, such as cropping, which removes 

some image data, Rotate that is rotating the image, Resizing is changing the image size, convert is image 

format, CS is contrasting stretching the image and finally adding Histogram on the image. 

The table below will explain the results of endurance testing on steganographic images using the SLT, 

DCT and SLT-DCT algorithms 

Table 4. Robust image in Steganography of SLT-DCT 

Process Testing Image Size (byte) Extraction Information 

Croping 

 

122,534 

bytes 

Failed Eliminating othes 

parts of the image 

Rotate 

 

194,058 

bytes 

Failed Rotate the Image 

toward 180 

degrees 

Resize 

 

49,742 

bytes 

Failed Rezise 256x256 

pixels menjadi 

128x128 pixels 

Convert 

 

136,711 

bytes 

Succesful Change the 

format from tiff 

to PNG 

CS 

 

197,708 

bytes 

Succesful Add contrast 

strtching to the 

image 

HE 

 

197,686 

bytes 

Succesful Perform a 

Histogram 

equalization 

process 
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Figure 14. Graph Comparison of Results of analysis of SLT, DCT and SLT-DCT steganographic image 

resistance 

From the table above, it can be seen from the six attempted manipulations, three experiments that did not 

damage the message which meant the original message could be extracted, the stego image generated from 

SLT-DCT steganography was resistant to conversion, added contrast stretching  and histogram equalization. 

From the table and fugure above, it can be seen from the six attempts of manipulation carried out, in SLT 

steganographic images all attacks or manipulations of image data carried out can damage the messages 

contained in the steganographic image so that the messages in the image cannot be returned to their original 

form, while the process test in DCT steganography images, from 6 process tests there are 3 successful process 

tests or steganographic images resistant to 3 attacks including the Convert process, the addition of Contrast 

Stretching, and the Histogram Equalization. While the process test on SLT-DCT steganography with DCT 

steganography is able to withstand 3 attacks, namely Convert, Contrast Stretching and Histogram Equalization 

4. CONCLUSION  

From the results of experiments that have been done on the SLT-DCT steganographic application that has 

been proven to prove that SLT-DCT steganography works well, messages that have been inserted in the image 

can be returned or extracted in its original form and SLT-DCT steganography applications can increase the 

PSNR value of the image steganography when compared with SLT and steganogafi DCT Steganography with 

the increase of PSNR value, steganographic image is increasingly difficult to distinguish from the original 

image so that the possibility of messages in the steganography image is more difficult to know and the PSNR 

value of more than 40 db proves image quality The resulting steganography is very good, with a PSNR value 

of more than 40 db, the quality of steganographic images is in a good category and is more resistant to multiple 

attacks, so in terms of the resistance of SLT-DCT steganography is able to withstand 3 attacks which means 

there is an increase in image resilience. 
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